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Murder has jarred London's elite. The sons of prominent families have been found at dawn in public
places, partially butchered, with strange objects stuffed in their mouths. Once again the local
magistrate turns to Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, for help. Moving from the gritty world of
London's docks to the drawing rooms of Mayfair, Sebastian confronts his most puzzling - and
disturbing - case yet.
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I enjoyed the first two books in this series and found this one even better than the others. (It's not
necessary to read them in order, although it can help with some background elements.)Sebastian
St. Cyr, Lord Devlin, already weary from recent experiences with death and secrets in his past, as
well as seeing action as a soldier, is asked by his friend, a magistrate, to aid in what looks like a
series of shocking murder-mutilations involving a banker's son and now the son of a lord. When
someone threatens him in order to stop him from asking questions, Devlin digs in, determined to
solve the mystery and stop the killer.Woven deftly into the hunt for the killer is Devlin's personal life.
In a lighter vein of this relatively grim tale, there is his need for a valet who will understand the
ungentlemanly pursuit of murderers and the occasional need for suits of ordinary clothes that will let
Devlin move through parts of society closed to the aristocracy. There is also the complications
involved in his steadfast love of Kat Boleyn, an actress who refuses to marry him because it would
ruin his position in society--and because of her secret past as a spy for the French, something that

has been found out by the wrong people who are putting pressure on her. And there is Devlin's
uneasy relationship with his father.These elements never stall the pace of the mystery. Devlin is
relentless in his pursuit of answers. The mystery is nicely complex, involving an incident in the past
and connections that are not immediately apparent. There is plenty of action, plots, intrigue,
red-herrings, curious situations, broken taboos, deadly secrets and desperate moves.
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